
DC- Ephesians 5:15-21 
  
Notes: 

● This week will be an application heavy conversation. Spend all the time you need in the 

textual interpretation section, but most of the conversation will likely steer towards 

application, which is okay. 

  
Textual Interpretation: 

● Why is walking wisely and making the best use of our time grouped together? 

○ Paul says the days are evil. Everything around us has been impacted by sin, and 

will corrupt if we are not careful. By making the best use of our time, we can be 

sure to position ourselves under God’s grace rather than under sin.  

● What does avoiding drunkenness have to do with walking wisely? Why does Paul 

mention this instead of another sin? 

○ Drunkenness changes our state of mind. We lose any power over our minds that 

we had, and tend not to make wise choices when we are drunk.  

● What does it mean to be filled with the Spirit? How does this help us make wise choices? 

○ To be filled with the Spirit goes beyond having the Spirit dwell in you at 

conversion. We know that believers are sealed with the Holy Spirit (1:13, 4:30), 

but Paul is suggesting that being filled with the Spirit is different. Through the 

process of sanctification, Christ becomes central in our lives. While Stephen was 

being stoned he could look to heaven and see God’s glory in the midst of his 

suffering because he was full of the Spirit (Acts 7:55). When Christ becomes 

central in our lives through the filling of the Spirit, we make wise choices, 

because wisdom is ingrained in our core.  

Application: 
● The application should stem from conversations that have arisen during discussion, while 

following the text. Some examples are: 

○ How can we make the best use of our time? 

○ How are we filled with the Spirit? 

○ How can we help one another walk in wisdom? 

 

 

Looking Forward 
● Read 5:22-33. What are some questions that you have in regards to this passage? Write 

them down as a group. 



○ Don’t spend time discussing the answers, but use these to get the group thinking and begin 
personal studies for next week. Next week look over your questions and see if you have 
answered them. 

 


